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Abstract
We suggest a new method for characterising non-uniform density distributions of plasma by
measuring the spectra of radiation emitted from a localised plasma dipole oscillator excited by
colliding electromagnetic pulses. The density distribution can be determined by scanning the
collision point in space. Two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations demonstrate the
reconstruction of linear and nonlinear density profiles corresponding to laser-produced plasma.
The method can be applied to a wide range of plasma, including fusion and low temperature
plasmas. It overcomes many of the disadvantages of existing methods that only yield average
densities along the path of probe pulses, such as interferometry and spectroscopy.
Keywords: plasma diagnostics, plasma dipole oscillation, point-detect of plasma density, density
scanning, radiation emission from plasma, plasma dipole radiation
Introduction
Characterization of plasma parameters [1] is critical for
accurately interpreting its behaviour, control and confinement.
One of the most important parameters to be measured is the
density of charge carriers (i.e. electrons), which is pertinent to
almost all plasma phenomena, from general collective beha-
viour to its electrical and optical characteristics. Furthermore,
quantitative knowledge of the electron density, its fluctuation
and profile type is required for developing fusion plasma
devices [2–10] and for understanding laser-plasma interac-
tions in general [11–14]. It is also necessary for characterising
plasma-related instruments, including those used for material
processing [15–19]. Many plasma diagnostics techniques
currently exist; their operating principles depend on the
plasma parameter regimes. Research into new diagnostic
methods is always ongoing, especially for use under the harsh
conditions of fusion plasma and laser-plasma interactions.
The most widely used and well-developed plasma diag-
nostics technique is interferometry, which exploits the change
in phase that electromagnetic (EM) waves experience as they
pass through media with variable refractive indices. By ana-
lysing the resulting interference fringes using mathematical
inversion processes, such as the Abel inversion, the plasma
density can be deduced [1, 4, 12, 15, 16]. However, the
technique has limitations: the phase change is integrated
along the path, and the local density cannot be determined at
specific points along them unless particular symmetries are
assumed. Tomographic methods are useful in deducing the
density distribution by applying inversion algorithms to sig-
nificant amount of data from many data acquisition channels,
but are not suitable for measuring the local density at desired
positions [19]. In contrast, reflectometry is designed to
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measure the local electron density [6–10] and is often used for
fluctuation analysis and edge plasma density probing.
However, to reconstruct the plasma density profile a wide
range of EM frequencies from sources, that are not usually
widely available, are required. Electrical or Langmuir probes
[20–23] are widely used for local density characterization, but
they are necessarily invasive. Furthermore, they cannot be
used to measure laser-plasma systems because of the tiny
volumes that their plasma features occupy, i.e. smaller than a
few millimetres [11–14]. Collective Thomson scattering
techniques are appropriate tools for fluctuation analysis, but
not for measuring density profiles or densities at a specific
point [24, 25]. The polarimetry technique gives the line-
integrated information of the magnetic field and density but
not the local plasma density [26].
Raman spectroscopy is commonly used for measuring
the density of high-density plasma, such as from laser-matter
interactions: the difference between the probe frequency and
its Stokes (or anti-Stokes) is used to determine the plasma
density. Methods of simultaneous measurement of the plasma
density and temperature or the magnetic field, utilizing the
different characteristics between the forward- and backward-
Raman scatter, have been studied [27–29]. As for inter-
ferometry, spectroscopy is limited to the line-integral of the
density along the path of the probe pulse. However, the phase
analysis of chirped Raman backscattered radiation can be
used to reconstruct non-uniform density profiles [14]. Stark
broadening has also been used to measure the density and
temperature of plasma, but its resolution depends on imaging
systems that have a small confocal parameter [30].
In this work, we report a novel way of measuring the
local electron density of plasma, which can be used to
reconstruct non-uniform density profiles. The method exploits
the radiation produced by an induced local plasma dipole
oscillation (PDO), which emits at the local plasma frequency.
The plasma density can be deduced from measurements of the
frequency of the PDO radiation. A key challenge is how to
generate a local PDO.
We recently reported a new way of generating PDOs
[31, 32]. Two counter-propagating laser pulses, with slightly
detuned wavelengths, are fired into plasma to overlap at a
desired position, where they generate a moving ponder-
omotive (PM) potential train with a phase velocity propor-
tional to the detuning. The PM potential associated with the
beat-wave drags the electrons over the background ions until
the attractive force exerted by the ions exceeds the PM
potential threshold. This produces a stationary plasma dipole.
Subsequently, as the PM potential diminishes, the dragged
plasma dipole is released and starts to oscillate at the local
plasma frequency. The oscillating electric dipole generates
radiation with a quasi-narrowband peak at the plasma fre-
quency w µ n ,p where n is the local electron density sur-
rounding the induced dipole. Hence, the plasma density can
be determined by measuring the radiation frequency.
Scanning the collision position of the laser pulses, e.g. by
changing their angles or relative time delays, enables recon-
struction of the density profile. One limitation is that the
method cannot be used directly to determine non-monotonic
density distributions, as will be further discussed below. We
demonstrate, using two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations, how the suggested method can be used to
reconstruct linear and nonlinear density profiles with a range
of different slopes. For a non-monotonic density profile, the
monotonic parts can be reconstructed precisely, but the
measurement of density in a trough is prone to uncertainty,
which we discuss further below.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we present the
theoretical background and analyse the dipole formation
using 1D simulations. We then demonstrate the results of
plasma diagnostic simulations using 2D PIC simulations. In
the final section we discuss applications of the method to
different types of plasma and discuss the modification of the
dipole oscillation in thermal plasma.
Overview
The principle of the method involves two stages that should
be analysed in sequence. In the first stage, a dipole of elec-
trons is induced in plasma by the ponderomotive force of
colliding laser pulses. The second stage involves emission of
radiation from the excited dipole and detecting it for diag-
nostic purposes. For the simulations, we use the PIC code,
cplPIC, which has been verified through numerous simulation
studies [27, 28, 31–35].
Formation of an isolated plasma dipole oscillation
In this section we describe the formation of a localized PDO,
which is illustrated using 1D PIC simulations. For simplicity,
we consider cold and non-magnetized plasma, in which an
electron’s response to the laser field is much faster than
thermal or cyclotron motion. Ions are considered immobile on
the time scale of the fast motion of electrons. The plasma is
considered preformed and quasi-neutral, with a density giving
a plasma frequency of 10–20 THz. However, the method can
be readily extended to other densities. As an example we
consider two short duration (a few tens of femtoseconds),
counter-propagating, weakly-relativistic laser pulses with
= -a 0.1 0.3,0 where the normalised laser amplitude
w=a eE mc ,0 0 ( )/ E0 and w are the peak electric field strength
and the frequency of the laser pulses, respectively, e and m
are the electron unit charge and mass, and c the speed of light
in vacuum. The laser pulses, with wavelengths 800 and
790 nm, approximately detuned by w ,p are made to overlap at
a desired position in the plasma.
A slowly-moving ponderomotive (PM) beat potential is
generated in the region where the laser pulses overlap
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where ki and wi are, respectively, the wave numbers and
frequencies of the lasers (i=1, 2). The beat potential moves
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Electrons, driven by the beat PM force, form a plasma wave that
grows until it reaches the wave-breaking limit, which occurs in a
few cycles of oscillation. The electrons are subsequently trapped
in the PM potential troughs to form a train of micro-bunches.
The length and the transverse dimension of this bunch train are
comparable to the pulse width and the spot waist of the laser
pulses, respectively. The micro-bunches move at the phase
velocity (equation (2)) of the beat wave. As the electron bunches
displace, an electrostatic dipole field builds up. In the 1D limit,
this field, Edi [Vm
−1], increases linearly over time reaching a
maximum dipole field of, from [31]
aww t= fE c v , 3di
p
2
ˆ ( )
where the normalized dipole field w= -E eE mcV m ,di di 1ˆ [ ] ( )/
a is the fraction of the trapped electrons, wp is the local plasma
frequency, w is the laser frequency, and t is the pulse duration.
Note that, as equation (3) does not depend on a0, longer laser
pulses for a given total pulse energy (sufficient for trapping to
occur) would be an advantage in obtaining a high conversion
efficiency [31]. However, very long pulses reduce the resolu-
tion, and therefore, in this case, they should preferably collide
obliquely to minimise the overlap volume. After the two
counter-propagating laser pulses have passed each other the PM
potential barrier vanishes and the electron micro-bunches merge
to form a single macro-bunch, which begins to oscillate at w .p
This procedure for generating a dipole has been confirmed by
1D PIC simulations (figure 1) in a m200 m long domain with a
mD =x 0.05 m mesh size. The time step isD = ´ -t 1.6 10 16
s and the number of simulation particles 1000/cell. For the
first∼0.48 ps, the two laser pulses only generate a wake field
(the alternating diagonal lines). The laser pulses collide after
0.48 ps and produce a strong dipole field (the central bright
spots). The oscillating dipole field does not decay in 1D
(because radiative energy is not lost) after the pulses have left
the overlap region.
The length of the macro-bunch (i.e. the dipole) is pro-
portional to the duration of the laser pulse. However, when
the laser pulses are very long, single dipole generation
becomes unstable: micro-bunches begin to oscillate out of
phase and produce modes with a high wavenumber. The 1D
PIC simulations suggest that when the duration of the laser
pulses is ≈30 fs, for a plasma density of -10 cm ,18 3 the
electrons move as a stable single dipole.
The Langmuir wave (wake field) and the dipole oscilla-
tion can be differentiated by the phase relation between the
oscillating elements. In the wake, electrons that oscillate at wp
have a periodic phase distribution, whereas all of the electrons
inside the dipole oscillate in-phase, so that the =k 0 mode is
dominant (figure 1(b)). In the time domain, all measured
oscillations at different positions inside the dipole show peaks
at the plasma frequency. Hence, the radiation from the plasma
dipole may be quasi-narrowband.
The plasma frequency depends on the local position for
inhomogeneous densities. By making the laser pulses collide
at different positions and measuring the radiation frequency it
Figure 1. Build-up process of the dipole field in a plasma. (a) Density plot of the longitudinal (x) electric field in t−x domain as the laser
pulses propagate in +x and −x directions. The dipole field is induced over 0.02 ps at∼0.48 ps, between lines 1 and 2. (b) Fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs) along lines 1 and 2. Wave number is normalized by plasma wave number w=k c.p / Just before the generation of the
dipole field (along line 1), only the wake field exists; its spatial spectrum has a strong peak at k .p After generation of the dipole field, the
=k 0 mode (i.e. in-phase motion) becomes dominant. (c) FFT of the temporal evolution of the fields measured at different positions inside
the dipole between 99 and 101 μm. Frequency is normalized to the plasma frequency w .p All the spectra peak at the plasma frequency.
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is possible to quantify the local plasma density distribution.
Sweeping the collision position enables an arbitrary, non-
uniform, plasma density profile to be reconstructed, as will be
shown using 2D PIC simulations in the next section.
Two-dimensional simulations of reconstruction of the non-
uniform plasma density
In this section, we investigate radiation from the dipole using
two-dimensional (2D) PIC simulations and reconstruction of
non-uniform plasma densities. Various density profiles are
loaded into the simulations; by intersecting the laser pulses at
different positions, we can reconstruct the original density
profiles. Profiles used in the simulations include linear and
nonlinear density profiles increasing from zero with different
slopes, and a non-monotonic density gradient.
The density diagnostic entails two steps; induction of the
PDO, which emits the radiation, and detection of the radiation
from which the local density is inferred. The dipole is created
by two counter-propagating laser pulses with wavelengths of
800 nm and 780 nm, respectively. The wavelengths and laser
amplitude can be optimized, depending on the plasma density
and the normalised laser field amplitude a0 is chosen to be in
the range  a0.1 0.3,0 which is weakly relativistic.
Smaller amplitudes can be used, but then the dipole-genera-
tion mechanism is due to a nonlinear current [32], rather than
trapped particles. To obtain a much stronger radiation field
and therefore a high signal-to-noise ratio, we have chosen the
trapped-particle scheme. The effects of obliquely-launched
pulses will also be studied as it increases the radiation effi-
ciency and resolution.
A simulation is set up (figure 2) to determine the density
by probing the emitted radiation. The mesh size in each
direction is mD =x 0.05 m and mD =y 0.2 m, which resolves
the laser wavelength roughly by 20 and 5, respectively. Note
that the finer resolution in the x-direction is justified, since the
laser pulse propagates predominantly in this direction. Fur-
thermore, the highly anisotropic mesh helps reduce numerical
dispersion. The time step is D = ´ -t 1.6 10 16 s, which mar-
ginally satisfies the CFL (Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy) condi-
tion. The number of simulation particles is 10/cell. The
simulation domain has dimensions of m m´400 m 400 m.
When the dipole is generated at the midpoint of the density
gradient it starts emitting radiation at wp (right column of
figure 2(a)). For demonstration purposes, two virtual probes are
placed inside the simulation domain: Probe 1 at the dipole
centre, and Probe 2 in vacuum. The laser pulses are
directed from two sides at m m=x y, 0 m, 340 m( ) ( ) and
m m=x y, 400 m, 340 m( ) ( ) and propagate obliquely to col-
lide at m=y m250 . The values of Ex and Bz at probe 1,
recorded as a function of time (figure 2(b)), show that the
dipole field has non-zero curl electric field components
( ´ ¹E 0), that are responsible for the radiation. Laser
pulses reach the focal position at t »7.31 ps; the plot of
-E B t,x z (figure 2(b)) confirms this. Values of the normalized
electric and magnetic fields recorded by probe 2 located in
vacuum at m m=x y, 200 m, 60 m( ) ( ) (figure 2(c)) coincide
both in magnitude and in phase. This result clearly shows that
these fields correspond to the radiation field. The frequency
distributions of both signals and their fast Fourier transformed
pair show that the radiation frequency from probe 2 corre-
sponds to the oscillation frequency of the dipole (figure 2(d)).
This verifies the fundamental principle of measurement of
the local density in non-uniform plasma. We now show how to
reconstruct the plasma density by sweeping the collision
position of the laser pulses, and probing the radiation. For the
same linear gradient of the plasma density used in figure 2, the
laser pulses are made to counter-propagate and collide at dif-
ferent positions along the gradient (figure 3(a)). Emitted
radiation is detected by the virtual probe located outside the
plasma (figure 3(b)). The spectra of the radiation (figure 3(b))
demonstrate that the position of the peaks depends on the
collision position of the laser pulses. By converting the peak
frequency to density from w = e n m ,p 2 0( )/ where 0 is the
permittivity of vacuum, the density profile can be reconstructed
(figure 3(c)).
Changing the laser pulse entrance is not always possible
in practical systems. The laser-launching window is usually
fixed, and therefore the launching angle and timing should be
adjusted to vary the collision position. Though it is not the
subject of this paper, we note that the conversion efficiency of
the driving pulse energy to the radiation energy can be
increased by oblique collision of the pulses; equation (3)
indicates that the dipole field strength can be increased by
increasing the pulse duration for a given total pulse energy,
where the long pulses should collide obliquely to generate a
dipole with spatially limited dimension [31], to detect local
densities. However, use of obliquely oriented laser beams for
dipole generation has a disadvantage. When the collision
angle is too large, lasers tend to drive electrons in the trans-
verse direction in addition to the longitudinal direction. As a
result, the location of the dipole may become uncertain,
possibly leading to less accurate measurements.
We have conducted systematic simulations of the density
reconstruction by obliquely colliding laser pulses (figure 4) by
changing the launching angle. Figure 4(b) shows the recon-
struction of a linear density profile from pulse collisions with
small (15°) and large (30°) angles. As expected, the recon-
struction is much better at smaller angles (15°) than for a
larger angle (30°); the data points are closer to the density
profile and the error bars are smaller for the small angle case.
In figure 4(c), we assume that the laser entrance window is
located at a fixed position far from the plasma (figure 4(a)).
The laser launching position is located so that the collision
angle of the pulses is smaller than 15°, i.e. motivated by the
results of figure 4(b). For various linear density gradients of
plasmas, the original density is accurately reproduced.
The density profiles in real plasma systems are usually
nonlinear. In principle, there is no particular reason why the
PDO method should not work for nonlinear density profiles.
To confirm this, we have performed simulations for two
nonlinear profiles: a cosine function and an exponential
function. These curves are typical solutions of plasma diffu-
sion found in many bounded and unbounded plasma systems.
As shown in figure 5, the dipole method still reproduces the
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original density profiles with a high precision (small error-
bars). However, the measured density deviates significantly
from the exact values in the low density region of the expo-
nential density. This error could have several different num-
erical and physical origins, such as too few simulation
particles at low densities, which would increase the numerical
inaccuracy, or the dipole dimension is small compared with
the wavelength of the dipole radiation, which can distort the
oscillation frequency. Neither of these hypotheses have been
confirmed yet.
Measurement of a deep density trough is not possible by
the PDO method, because PDOs in a trough emit radiation at a
frequency that is below the cut-off of the ambient more dense
regions of the plasma. In figure 6, we reconstruct the density
profile with a density trough over m m< <y200 m 300 m, but
which is otherwise monotonic. The density is reconstructed
with reasonably good error bars over the monotonic parts
( m m< <y100 m 200 m and m m< <y300 m 400 m), but
not in the trough of the density profile. The densities deduced
from the radiation frequencies over this region are consistently
close to the value at m=y 200 m, which corresponds to the
peak of the density bump on the left side of the trough. This is
because the low frequency portion of the emitted wave is cut
off by the density bump, and only spectral components with
w w> m ,p,200 m which is the plasma frequency at m=y 200 m
(i.e. where the density peaks), can propagate through the
density bump. The intensity of the radiation that originates
within the density trough is smaller than at other positions by
orders of magnitude, which is because most of the radiation
energy is trapped by the cut-off of the ambient plasma. The
spectral power decreases as w increases, so the spectrum of the
radiation that passes through the density bump peaks at the cut-
off frequency w m .p,200 m This is the reason why the density over
the trough is measured to be flat as at mn .200 m Complementary
methods to measure the density dip are discussed later.
Discussion
We have performed 2D PIC simulations in a parameter
regime relevant to laser-plasma interactions, where the plasma
density is on the order of -10 cm ,18 3 and the driving
Figure 2. (a) Set-up of a linear plasma density (gradient in the +y direction) and the radiation pattern when the laser pulses collide at m=y m250 .
The normalised density increases linearly from zero at m=y m100 to =n n 10/ at m=y m400 , where = ´ -n cm4.96 10 .0 18 3 The
simulation domain has dimensions of m m´m m400 400 . Broken-line box indicates the plasma region and all other regions are vacuum. The
wavelengths of the laser pulses are 800 nm and 780 nm, pulse duration is 30 fs and spot size is mm5 . Normalized peak amplitude (electric field) of
the pulses is w= =a eE mc 0.30 ( )/ for both pulses. The ions are assumed to be immobile. Temporal signal of the fields Ex and Bz acquired from
the virtual probes located at (b) the dipole centre (probe 1) and (c) in the vacuum side (probe 2). (d) FFT of the probe data inside the dipole (probe 1)
and in vacuum (probe 2). Frequency is normalized by plasma frequency wp at the collision position.
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wavelength is approximately 1 mm. However, these para-
meters can be readily scaled for use in diagnostics of other
plasmas, e.g. fusion plasma in a Tokamak. The important
scaling parameters are the ratio of the dipole displacement to
the wavelength of the radiation (R) and the product of the
pulse amplitude and the duration (D). The ratio R is propor-
tional to the electric current of the dipole oscillation and
hence it determines the radiation intensity. The parameter D
determines the threshold for the electron trapping [31]. The
displacement is estimated to be t t~f wwv c2
p [31]. Then the
ratio of this to the vacuum wavelength of the radiation is
w
pw t~R 4 . 4
p
2
( )
The parameter D is, in a normalized form
wt=D a . 50 ( )
The relation between the power and the normalized vector
potential is, assuming the spot size at the diffraction limit (i.e.
s l~ ), roughly
~ ´a
P W
3 10
.0 5
[ ]
For a 30 fs laser with l m~ 1 m and ~a 0.10 in plasma of
~n 1018 cm−3, which are the parameters used in this paper,
R∼ -10 3 and ~D 5. When we assume a fusion plasma of
density -10 cm14 3 probed by lasers with l m10 m, the
required pulse duration and the power to obtain the similar
levels of R and D are 10 ps and megawatt, which can be
readily obtained using modern CO2 lasers. When we consider
an even lower density plasma, e.g. ~ -n 10 cm ,12 3 which is
typical in low temperature plasmas such as in ICPs or in the
edge of Tokamaks, the required power of the driving pulse is
even more relaxed.
Our method depends on how long the undriven plasma
oscillation (i.e. the PDO) is sustained without being disrupted
by collisional events between the electrons and neutrals or
electrons and ions. The same issue can arise in other cross-beam
schemes (used for the purposes other than the diagnostics) such
as the plasma photonic crystal [36] or plasma holography [37].
In low density plasma, the collision between electrons and
neutrals can be significant. The electron-neutral collision fre-
quency, given by n ~ ´- - -n Ts 2 10 cm eVen n e1 7 3 1 2[ ] [ ]( [ ]) /
[38], however, is usually much lower than the plasma frequency
( w=f cp p/ ); for typical low temperature plasmas obtained
from breakdown of gases with a few Pascal pressure,
~ -n 10 cmn 13 3 and ~T 1e eV, leading to n ~en 1MHz, while
the plasma frequency is in the range of a few GHz for
~ -n 10 cm .e 12 3 At the edge of Tokamak plasma, the temp-
erature is of order 1 keV, but the neutral density is very low;
Figure 3. Counter-propagating laser pulses and demonstrative density measurements (a) schematic diagram of counter-propagating lasers to
induce the radiation. Magnetic field versus time of probe readings (lower graph) at Y1,2,3=150 m mm, 250 m, 350 mm. (b) Power spectra of
the data in frequency domain obtained from FFT. Frequency is normalized by the plasma frequency of n .0 (c) Density reconstruction. Vertical
axis indicates density normalized by = ´ -n 4.96 10 cm ;0 18 3 horizontal axis is the direction of the density gradient (y-direction of the
simulation domain). The error bars represent the spectral full bandwidth of the radiation at half-maximum (FWHM).
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even close to the diverter target where the neutral density has a
maximum, < -n 10 cm ,n 14 3 for which nen is lower than the
plasma frequency ~fp 1 GHz. Hence, the electron-neutral
collisions may not critically affect the PDO emission in most
plasma sources.
The electron-ion collisions in high-density, laser-
produced plasma can disrupt the PDO oscillation. From the
electron-ion collision frequency given by n ´-s 3ei 1[ ] 
- - -n T10 cm eVe e5 3 3 2[ ]( [ ]) / [38], for ~ -n 10 cme 18 3 (used
throughout this paper), Te should be larger than 10 eV to ensure
nei below 10 percent of f .p The condition >T 10e eV is
satisfied in many laser-plasma interactions. Furthermore, the
electron bunch of the plasma dipole is intrinsically thermal
because the dipole is generated by electron trapping induced
from the wave-breaking, which usually results in heating of the
electrons. From [31], it is observed that the thermal velocity of
the dipole bunch is of order b = v c/ ∼0.01, corresponding to
~T 50e eV, which is sufficiently high for nei to be negligible.
Although our PIC code does not capture collisional
phenomena, the results are still valid because electron-ion
collisions are negligible at such high temperatures.
The intensity decay of the PDO emission over distance is
pertinent to determining the required sensitivity of the
detectors. It was demonstrated in [31] that the emission from a
PDO obeys the pattern of two-dimensional dipole radiation.
In a three dimensional system, the field strength of the dipole
radiation can be roughly estimated as
s~E E
r
,di0
where sdi is the transverse width of the dipole and E0 is the
field strength at the transverse edge of the dipole, i.e. at
s~r .di Note that sdi is roughly the same as the spot size s of
the laser pulse. Usually s is comparable to the plasma
wavelengthl p w= c2 .p p/ When the emitted field is measured
at l~r N ,p then ~E E N.0/ In the laser-produced plasmas
used throughout this paper, ~N 100 and ~E0 1 GVm−1,
leading to ~E 10 MV m−1 at the measurement point, which
is sufficiently strong to be detected. When we make the same
Figure 4. Obliquely propagating laser pulses and demonstrative density measurements (a) schematic diagram of obliquely propagating lasers
to induce the radiation. (b) Reconstructed density profile for small (15°) and large (30°) collision angles and (c) density reconstruction of
three different gradients by sweeping shot angles of the pulses at fixed launching positions located far from the plasma. nmax in the legend
represents the maximum density at m=y 400 m. Vertical axes in (b) and (c) represent the density normalized by = ´ -n 4.96 10 cm ;0 18 3
horizontal axes are the y-position along the gradient. Laser wavelengths are l = 8001 nm, l = 7802 nm and normalized peak
amplitude =a 0.3.0
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estimate for the nuclear fusion or low temperature plasma,
l ~p 1 mm ( ~ -n 10 cme 14 3) and ~N 1000 for detection at
1 m. Noting that as µE ne0 and ~E 100 5 V m−1, the field
determined at 1 m from the dipole is of order a few hundred
Vm−1, which is still very strong and readily measurable.
A finite electron temperature Te will affect the generation
of dipoles. The important parameter in thermal plasma is the
relative strength of the dipole field compared with the thermal
noise. We have conducted 1D simulations for Te=1 keV and
10 keV (figure 7), which are typical parameters used in this
paper. These result in a very strong dipole oscillation
(stronger than the thermal noise) when driven by pulse with
=a 0.10 and Te=1 keV. Temperatures in a magnetically
confined fusion plasma, such as in ITER-class tokamaks, can
reach ∼10 keV, so the higher temperature case has also been
simulated (figure 7(b)). Since the thermal noise is usually
numerically enhanced in PIC simulations, because a simula-
tion particle represents many real particles, the signal-to-noise
ratio could be grossly underestimated in the simulations. As
the ratio of the simulation particles to the real particles
increases, the numerical-thermal noise decreases significantly,
which enables the dipole oscillation to be clearly visible (red
line in figure 7(b)). At higher driving pulse intensity (blue line
in figure 7(b)), the dipole oscillation becomes even more
prominent, implying that the dipole method can also be used
to measure the density of core plasma in a Tokamak. A huge
number of simulation particles must be used to yield a rea-
listic noise level, which results in the requirement of sig-
nificant computational resources for 2D radiation simulations,
which remains the subject of future study.
The oscillation frequency of the dipole in thermal plasma
is not different to the cold plasma frequency, because the
=k 0 mode is dominant for the dipole, as described in
Section II, therefore the thermal effect in the Bohm-Gross
dispersion relation is negligible. In contrast, the dipole
oscillation frequency can be significantly affected by a
magnetic field (and its direction). The magnetic dependence
of the dipole method can also be exploited to detect the
magnetic field in highly magnetized plasma, such as fusion
plasma.
Throughout this paper, we have considered the cases
where the spot sizes (s) and pulse widths ( tc ) are much
smaller than the scale length (Lgrad) of the density gradient.
Under that condition, i.e.
s t = c L
n
n
, , 6grad ( )
the local plasma dipole is found to be generated stably and to
yield quasi-narrowband radiation, enabling the measurement
of the local plasma density. As long as condition (6) is met,
the density of the local region of the plasma, where the
induced PDO is located, can be considered quasi-homo-
geneous and the PDO oscillates effectively in a homogeneous
plasma. However, if the density variation of plasmas is large
compared to the laser spot size or the pulse length, the
oscillation modes determined from the local density within
laser spot are mixed and produce uncertainty in the oscillation
frequency of the PDO, reducing the monochromaticity of the
radiation. From a series of simulations, we find that the
spectral broadening of PDO emission becomes very severe
when s t >or c L 0.1grad( )/ (corresponding to a density
variation of 10% over the dimension of the dipole), making
the method significantly less useful for diagnostics. An exact
expression for the maximum measurable density gradient can
be obtained only after the robustness of the dipole oscillation
on a steep density gradient is fully studied.
As shown in figure 6, the PDO method has a weak point
in measuring non-monotonic density profiles. This problem
Figure 5. Reconstruction of the nonlinear density profiles, one is
cosine (dotted, triangles) and the other is exponential (solid,
rectangles). The exact profiles are p= -n n ycos 400 640 ,0 [ ( ) ]/ /
and = -n n yexp 400 100 .0 [( ) ]/ / The laser pulses made small
angle collisions (i.e. under 15°). = ´ -n 4.96 10 cm0 18 3 and the
laser parameters are the same as in figure 4.
Figure 6. Reconstruction of the non-monotonically-increasing
density profiles. Vertical axis: reconstructed value normalized by the
maximum value = ´ -n 4.96 10 cm .0 18 3 The normalized peak
amplitude of the laser field is =a 0.3.0 The simulation domain has
the same dimension as in figures 3 and 4. The wavelengths of the
laser pulses are 800 and 780 nm, the pulse duration is 30 fs and spot
size is m5 m.
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can be partially resolved by exploiting the emission of second
harmonic radiation, which can propagate through the density
bump better than the fundamental harmonic, though more
intense laser pulses are required to drive a nonlinear oscilla-
tion of the PDO. Generation of the second harmonic has only
been observed infrequently in our simulations. The origins of
the second harmonic generation are thought to be the merger
of two plasmons [39] (i.e. by the collision of the wake plasma
waves) or the nonlinear current generated by collision of
asymmetric laser pulses [40], but the exact condition for
second harmonic emission remains obscure. Also, the chirped
pulse Raman backscatter [14] can complement the PDO
method, because both methods share the same experimental
configuration of colliding laser pulses, and can be easily
combined as a unified diagnostic method.
Summary
We have presented simulations of a new diagnostic method
for probing the local plasma density and reconstructing non-
uniform density profiles. The concept exploits the fact that the
local PDO oscillates at the local plasma frequency, and emits
EM radiation that has a similar frequency. Hence, the plasma
density can be determined from the measured radiation fre-
quency. A novel aspect is the method of generating the local
PDO can be achieved by colliding two detuned electro-
magnetic pulses at any desired position, head-on or obliquely.
The overlap region of the colliding pulses can be kept very
small compared with the scale length of the plasma density
variation, so that a precise measurement of the local plasma
density can be obtained, whereas conventional methods such
as interferometry or spectroscopy yield only line integrals. By
sweeping the collision position of the pulses by changing the
launching angle, a non-uniform density can be reconstructed
in 2D PIC simulations. We have evaluated this method only
for laser-produced plasmas, but the simple scaling indicates
that it can be applied to diagnostics of fusion-plasma and low-
temperature, collisional plasma for plasma processing, using
CO2 lasers. The stable dipole oscillation of the PDO for
highly thermal plasmas is demonstrated using 1D simulations.
This result strongly implies also that the suggested method
can be used as a diagnostic of high-temperature plasma.
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